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The Moon Village master plan by Skidmore, Owings & Merrill and the European Space
Agency is a concept for a permanent human settlement near the lunar South Pole, on the rim
of Shackleton Crater. The project location has been determined to receive nearly continuous
sunlight throughout the lunar year, offering the potential for nearly continuous solar power
generation. One challenge, however, is that the Sun remains near the horizon during the
lunar daily cycle. For an array of several solar panels deployed in a ground area, panels
currently facing the Sun would cast long shadows, possibly occluding other panels behind. A
previous  study  by  the  authors  identified  favorable  spatial  configurations  of  vertically-
oriented solar panels which increased the average exposed total panel area while minimizing
the number of panels or total panel area. One simplifying assumption was the use of panels
at the same elevation in each array. Using panels with different elevations, however, offers
the possibility of increasing solar panel exposure for a given ground deployment area. The
previous study is therefore extended in this paper by studying arrays with panels that can
have  different  fixed  or  actuated  elevations,  in  order  to  find  favorable  configurations  to
increase average solar exposure during a simulated lunar day. Two automatic panel control
strategies  are  proposed  for  circular  array  configurations:  Automatic  Elevation  Control
makes  is  possible  to  achieve  maximum panel  exposure  using  two  elevation  levels,  while
Automatic  Angle  Adjustment  (AAA)  addresses  the  problem of  partial  panel  shading by
rotating some panels away from the solar incidence angle in order to avoid shadowing from
other panels. In one example, AAA provides up to a 45% increase in the exposed area of
unshaded panels compared with each panel facing the Sun at a perpendicular angle.
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Figure 1.  Moon Village concept showing habitat modules on the rim of Shackleton Crater.1,2



Nomenclature
AAA = Automatic Angle Adjustment
AEC = Automatic Elevation Control
D = circular ground area diameter
N = number of panels in array
pw = panel width
SR2 = Shackleton Rim 2

I. Introduction
HE  lunar South Polar region has become an attractive location for the establishment of a permanent human
settlement for two main reasons. First, several sites in the region have been determined to receive high levels of

solar illumination throughout the lunar day and year.4-7 At the poles, the Sun constantly remains near the horizon due
to the small tilt (~1.5°) of the Moon’s axis relative to the ecliptic. At some points of elevated terrain, the Sun remains
visible even at negative elevation angles. This offers the potential of generating solar power without the high storage
and associated mass requirements required at lower latitudes during the 14 Earth-day lunar night. The frequent
visibility of the Sun may also be important psychologically for humans, compared with the darkness of the full-
length lunar night.  The second reason  for  interest  in  these  polar  regions is  the  presence of  frozen volatiles  in
permanently shadowed craters,1 which could be mined for life support and propellant, for example.

T

The Moon Village is a concept by Skidmore, Owings & Merrill (SOM) and the European Space Agency (ESA)
for a growing, international settlement on the rim of Shackleton Crater near the lunar South Pole. 1,2 Figure 1 shows a
concept of the inflatable habitat modules designed for the Moon Village deployed along the crater rim. 1,2 With a
diameter of 21 km and depth of 4.2 km, lengthy traverses may still be required to reach the permanently shadowed
floor of this and other craters in order to access frozen volatiles.

This paper studies the problem of solar power generation to support the Moon Village. The low solar elevation
angle throughout the lunar day and year means that solar panels generally need to be oriented vertically, facing the
horizon, while rotating 360° to track the Sun as it circles the site. For several panels deployed in a surface location
with high illumination, a problem emerges that panels currently facing the Sun will cast long shadows, occluding
other panels which may be behind. Given the high cost of transport to the lunar surface, it would be beneficial for
each solar panel unit to be illuminated as much of the time as possible. The goal of this study, then, is to find
favorable spatial configurations of solar panels which minimize occlusion and/or capture the light passing through
an available space using the fewest panels or smallest total panel area.

The  related  work  includes  studies  of  lunar  South  Pole  illumination  conditions,4-7 concepts  for  lunar  polar
horizon-facing solar panel clusters,8 and power studies for a small lunar base, requiring 2-3 solar panel clusters but
not addressing the spatial arrangement or occlusion problem.8,9 This problem was addressed in the Lunar Surface
Operations Simulator by Nayar et  al.,  who studied a lunar South Pole base consisting of 6 modules, with each
module having a solar panel attached.10 Each panel had 4 degrees of freedom, with new positions assumed 4 times
per lunar day in order to maximize illumination
and minimize self shadowing.10

A previous study by the authors studied the
problem  of  solar  array  spatial  arrangement  to
support the Moon Village, with the simplifying
assumption  of  all  panels  in  an  array  having
identical  dimensions  and  mounting  elevations,
essentially  treating  the  configuration  as  a  2D
problem.3 In this follow-up study, all panels in an
array  are  again  assumed  to  have  identical
dimensions, however the possibility of panels at
different elevations is considered. This includes
both static and actuated elevations. 

First,  some  general  aspects  of  the  problem
and  simulation  approach  are  discussed  in
Section II, with the Automatic Elevation Control
(AEC) strategy presented for multi-level arrays.
This  is  followed  by  a  study  of  arrays  of  2-5
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Figure 2.  Proposed Moon Village location on Shackleton Rim.



panels deployed over circular ground areas of increasing diameter in Section III, with a closer look taken at ring
arrays  with  2-Level  AEC.  Section IV  compares  four  200 m-diameter  ring  arrays,  and  Section V  presents  the
Automatic Angle Adjustment (AAA) strategy for avoiding partial shadowing of panels. Areas for future work are
discussed in Section VI, followed by the Conclusion in Section VII.

II. Problem and Approach
The proposed Moon Village location (see Figure 2) corresponds to the high-illumination site referred to as SR2

(Shackleton  Rim  2)  in  the  literature.4 At  2 m  above  the  surface,  this  high-illumination  zone  has  dimensions
approximately 280 m long by 160 m wide, with an accumulated illumination greater than ~75%.4 This means the
average amount of the solar disk visible, calculated during the time period October 22, 2018 - October 22, 2019.4 

As in the previous paper by the authors,3 the problem of capturing light passing through zones with similar
dimensions is broken down into two parts. First, in the panel-based problem, a small number (2-5) of solar panels
are  available,  and the problem is  to  determine how they  can be positioned to  increase  the average  total  solar
exposure,  i.e.  by  decreasing  the  occlusion  between  panels.  These  panels  all  have  identical  dimensions,  while
variables include the geometrical layout, spacing, and mounting elevation above ground. This can be considered
analogous to the situation at the start of base construction, when a small number of panels have been delivered and
there is plenty of high-illumination space for deploying them.

The 2nd part of the problem is the area-based study. I.e. if a certain ground area is available, how can panels be
arranged to capture the most light using the fewest number of panels or smallest total panel area? This might be the
situation later in the development of the base, when more panels have been delivered and the goal is to collect as
much sunlight as possible within the limited high-illumination space.

The same simulation environment as in the previous study3 was used, developed using GNU Octave, an open-
source numerical computation environment.11 The array site is modeled as a flat ground surface, over which solar
panel units can be placed to form an array (see Figure 3). Each panel unit consists of a mast and rectangular panel,
which rotates to track the Sun as it circles the site during a simulated lunar day. In one time step, the Sun revolves 5°
around the site, corresponding to a time of approximately 9.3 hours. During each time step, the total solar panel area
visible from the Sun's point  of  view is recorded, including fully and partially visible panels.  After  a full  360°
revolution by the Sun, an array can be evaluated with figures such as the average total panel area exposed during one
lunar day, or the average fraction of total panel area exposed.

In the simulator, the Sun remains at a constant elevation angle of 0° as a simplifying assumption, though it
actually varies by a small  amount due to the Moon's ~1.5° tilt  relative to the ecliptic.  All rays of sunlight are
assumed to be parallel, defined by the vector from the Sun to the centre of the array area at ground level. In this
study shadowing from surrounding terrain is not considered and left as an area for future work. One difference in all
the simulations presented here, compared with the previous study,3 is that the minimum separation distance from a
panel edge to any neighboring structure (panel or mast), both horizontally and vertically, is 2  m as opposed to 1 m,
to increase the safety margin. 

The default solar panel
is  rectangular,  with
dimensions 15 m high and
a maximum of 30 m wide.
This is based on a study by
Polit-Casillas  et  al.  which
compared various horizon-
facing  solar  panel  cluster
designs  for  lunar  polar
deployment,  assuming  a
4.5 m-diameter  payload
fairing for cargo delivery.8

The selected design was a
rectangular  cluster
approximately  30 m wide,
15 m  high,  mounted  4 m
above  the  ground,  with  a
mass  of  4006 kg.8 For
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Figure  3.   Automatic  Elevation  Control  (AEC)  strategy  for  panel  elevation
adjustment  to  increase  array  exposure,  illustrated  with  a  5-panel  ring.  Panels
within the semi-circle farther from the Sun are elevated. Sun point of view is at
bottom.



comparison, each of the eight solar array wings on the International Space Station (consisting of 2 panels) measures
32x12 m. In this paper, the term panel will be used to refer to all solar cells attached to one mast assembly, which
may be a cluster of several sub-panels. Gaps between cluster components are not modeled, and the entire cluster is
represented by one rectangular panel.

Based on a power study by the ESA Concurrent Design Facility (CDF), the solar panel area required to support
one Moon Village habitat module is 329 m2, using solar-regenerative fuel cell energy storage.3,12 The 450 m2 area of

one 30x15 m panel would therefore be able to support 1.37 Moon Village
habitat modules.

One problem not  addressed  in  the  previous  study3 was  that  partial
occlusion of a solar panel can disproportionately reduce the entire panel's
power  generating  performance.13 Possible  ways  to  reduce  this  effect
include the use of  bypass  diodes,13,14 however some strategies are also
presented in this paper for keeping panels in an array illuminated without
any partial shading.

In this study, the focus is on circular ground areas as a generic shape.
The previous study included square and rectangular areas with the idea
that  they  might  be  useful  in  the  Moon  Village  architectural  plan.3 As
future work, the specific natural shape of the high-illumination sites, and
shadowing from surrounding terrain, could be used as a basis to search for
optimal array configurations.

A. Actuated Elevations
Actuating the  panel  elevations offers  the possibility  of  greatly  increasing the  average total  panel  exposure,

compared with arrays having a uniform elevation. With a ring configuration, for example, 100% exposure can be
achieved, depending on the number of panels and spacing. This is possible if the panels can be raised one full panel
height increment, and using a simple Automatic Elevation Control (AEC) strategy of raising the panels currently
along  the  far  half  of  the  ground  area  from  the  Sun.  Figure 3  illustrates  this  with  a  5-panel  ring.  A possible
disadvantage would be the higher complexity and mass of the added degree of freedom.

III. Panel-Based Study
In  the  previous  study,3 various

symmetrical  layouts  of  2-5  panels  were
compared which were bounded by a circular
ground area with diameter D (see Figure 4).
It  was  shown  that  for  a  given  number  of
panels, the average exposure of single-level
arrays can be increased with greater ground
separation between panels.3

For  a  given  diameter  and  number  of
panels,  the geometrical  layout  had  a  small
effect  on  the  average  total  exposure,  but
large  differences  in  the  minimum  and
maximum  exposure  can  result  from  the
layout,  which  could  have  power  storage
implications. For example, linear layouts as
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 (a) Binary   (b) 3-Line  (c) Triangle   (d) Tetra     (e) 4-Line   (f) Square     (g) X  (h) Pentagon  (i) 5-Line

Figure 4.  Arrays of 2 to 5 panels bounded by a circular ground area with diameter D. Array examples shown
in plan view with (a-h) D = 140 m and (i) D = 170 m. All panels 30 m wide.

(a) Binary 1-Level

(b) Binary 2-Level

Figure 5.  Two-panel arrays.

 

    (a) 3-Line 1-Level         (b) 3-Line 2-L (c) Triangle 1-L   

  (d) Triangle 2-L AEC (e) Triangle 3-Level

Figure 6.  Three-panel array examples.



in  Figure 4(a,b,e,i)  would  have  a
minimum exposure of only one panel,
twice every solar revolution when the
Sun aligns with the linear  axis.  One
benefit  of  a  linear  arrangement,
however, is that for much of the lunar
day,  all  panels  can  be  illuminated
without the partial shading problem.

To  maximize  illumination,
spreading  the  panels  as  far  apart
would  be  desirable,  with  a  possibly
minor  disadvantage  being  the
requirement  of  longer  power
transmission  cables  connecting  the
panels. Ultimately, the ground spacing
is bounded by the extent of the high-
illumination  zone,  which  may  only
extend  on  the  order  of  hundreds  of
metres,  depending  on  the  elevation
above ground.4

One approach to  avoid occlusion
between  solar  panels  would  be  to
mount each at its own elevation, at increments of the panel height. The disadvantage would be the higher and higher
masts required for each additional panel, increasing mass and construction complexity.  Proposals have been made
for solar panels elevated on towers 1 km high and greater.5 Despite the low gravity on the Moon, however, this
would likely still pose construction challenges.

Here many of the same layouts as in Figure 4 are studied, but the panel elevations can also be modified, either
with fixed or actuated elevations, in order to reduce occlusion and increase the solar exposure. It is shown how
multi-level arrays can greatly increase the solar exposure while occupying a smaller ground area. The minimum
value of  D for each array type depends on the panel width (here 30 m) and minimum separation (here 2 m) to
neighboring panels or masts. Thus for the 1-Level Binary Array the minimum is 62 m, for 3-Line 94 m, etc.

A. Two-Panel Arrays
For two panels at the same elevation (Figure 5(a)), average solar exposure can be increased by separating the

panels as far as possible to shorten the occlusion which happens twice per solar revolution. If one panel can be
mounted clear  of  the other  vertically  (Figure 5(b)),  both panels  can be fully exposed while occupying a much
smaller ground area. 

With static heights, the shadow cast on the lower panel by the
mast of the higher panel for part  of the lunar day could cause
disproportionate power reduction.13 Mast shading is not modeled
in the  simulator,  but  using AEC with actuated mast  elevations
would  be  preferable  in  order  to  keep  both  panels  fully
illuminated.

B. Three-Panel Arrays
The 3-panel arrays include the 3-Line 1-Level (Figure 6(a))

and Triangle 1-Level (Figure 6(c)), as well as the 3-Line 2-Level
(Figure 6(b)),  Triangle  2-Level  with  AEC  (Figure 6(d))  and
Triangle 3-Level (Figure 6(e)).

C. Four-Panel Arrays
The 4-panel arrays include the Square 1-Level (Figure 4(f)),

the  Square  2-Level  (Figure 7(a)),  Square  2-Level  AEC
(Figure 7(b)),  Square  4-Level  (Figure 7(e))  and  Tetra  2-Level
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  (a) Square 2-Level   (b) Square 2-Level AEC  (c) Tetra 2-Level

(d) Tetra 3-Level AEC    (e) Square 4-Level

Figure  7.   Four-panel  array  examples.  Square  4-Level  plan  view  (e)
shows how each mast (circle centre) has the minimum clearance to the
rotation footprints of the other panels.

 
 (a) 2-Level X        (b) 3-Level X AEC

   (c) Pentagon 5-Level

Figure 8.  Five-panel array examples.



(Figure 7(c)).  Figure 7(d)  shows the  Tetra  3-Level  AEC array,  in  which  the  centre  panel  remains at  a  Level 2
elevation, while the outer 3 panels alternate between Levels 1 and 3. In Figure 7(e), the plan view of the 4-Level
Square shows how the masts (circle centres) have a minimum clearance (here 2 m) from the rotation footprints of
the other panels.

D. Five-Panel Arrays
The 5-panel arrays include the Pentagon 1-Level (Figure 4(h)), Pentagon with 2-Level AEC (Figure 3), 2-Level

X-Array with the centre panel elevated (Figure 8(a)),  3-Level X with AEC (Figure 8(b)), and Pentagon 5-Level
(Figure 8(c)).

E. Results
Simulation  results  showing  the  average  solar  exposure  during  one  lunar  day  for  the  2-5  panel  arrays  are

presented  in  Figure 9.  For  each  array,  the  ground diameter  begins  at  the  minimum possible,  then  increases  to
multiples of 50 m up to 400 m.

The plots compare the new multi-level arrays with some of the 1-Level arrays from Figure 4. Although they are
not  labeled  as  AEC  arrays  in
Figure 9,  the  Binary  2-Level,
Triangle 3-Level, Square 4-Level
and  Pentagon  5-Level  could  all
have  N-Level  AEC implemented
in  order  to  eliminate  partial
shadowing from the masts. Since
the  panels  have  overlapping
footprints,  elevation  switching
must  be carefully  coordinated  to
avoid collisions.

The  plots  show  how  the
highest multi-level arrays (Binary
2-Level, Triangle 3-Level, Square
4-Level  and  Pentagon  5-Level)
achieve  100%  exposure  even  at
their  minimum ground  diameter,
as  expected.  Also,  the 2-  and  3-
Level  AEC  arrays  achieve  near
100%  at  their  minimum  ground
diameter,  then  quickly  reach
100% as the diameter is increased. Some of the multi-level static elevation arrays, such as the 3-Line 2-Level, Tetra
2-Level, Square 2-Level and 2-Level X offer higher average exposure over the basic 1-Level arrays. The main result
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Figure 9.  Simulation results for arrays of 2-5 panels with increasing ground diameter (all panels 30 m wide).

Figure 10.  Simulation results (left) for minimum ratio of ground diameter D
to panel  width  pw for maximum exposure of  N panels  in a 2-Level  AEC
array. PolyFit is a quadratic polynomial fitted to the data (Equation 1). The
minimum ratio depends on sufficient spacing of the panels at the edge of the
ground circle tangent to the Sun direction, to prevent shadowing (right). This
geometrical analysis (Equation 2) yields Equation 3, plotted as Geom.



from this analysis is that 100% exposure can be achieved in a relatively small ground area using only 2 levels and
AEC, without requiring the high masts of an N-Level array.

F. Full Panel Illumination with 2-Level AEC
To investigate further, i.e. achieving 100% panel illumination with 2-Level AEC circular arrays,  simulations

were conducted for arrays with 2 to 11 panels, with panel widths of 10 m, 20 m and 30 m. Ground diameters began
at the minimum possible for each array, based on the minimum 2 m separation distance to neighboring structures,
and were incrementally increased by half a panel width until 100% panel exposure was achieved (see Figure  10). A
quadratic polynomial was fitted to the results (PolyFit in Figure 10) to give a general relation for estimating the
ground diameter  D needed,  given a number of panels  N and panel width  pw,  in  order  to achieve 100% panel
exposure using a ring array with 2-Level AEC:

D/pw = 0.1055 N2 - 0.0630 N + 1.8107 [1]

This relation is a consequence of the circular geometry of the ring array. As illustrated at the right of Figure  10,
maximum panel exposure depends on sufficient spacing between the panels at the edges of the ground circle which
are tangent to the Sun direction, such that there is no shadowing. A geometrical analysis yields a similar result,
plotted as Geom (see Figure 10):

a = ( D - 3pw ) / 2 = ( D - pw ) / 2 * cos(2π/N) [2]

D/pw = ( 3 - cos(2π/N) ) / ( 1 - cos(2π/N) ) . [3]

IV. Area-Based Study
This  section  presents

comparisons between arrays for a
200 m  diameter  circular  ground
area.  Three  array  versions  are
compared  which  cover  the  same
cylindrical volume: a 2-Level array
with  static  panel  elevations
(Figure 11(a)); a single-level array
with “narrow/tall” panels, i.e. 30 m
high and 15 m wide (Figure 11(b));
and  an  array  with  2-Level  AEC
(Figure 11(c)).

The  panels  have  a  height  of
15 m,  or  30 m for  the narrow/tall
version. The number of panels and
panel  width  was  determined  by
choosing  the  combination  which
filled  the  perimeter  having  the
closest-to-maximum  panel  width
(30 m,  or  15 m  for  the  narrow
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)
Figure  11.  Four arrays for a 200 m diameter ground area: (a) 32 panels
(29x15m) at two elevations; (b) “narrow” array of 34 panels (15x30m) at
uniform elevation; (c) 17 panels (29x15m) with 2-Level AEC. A concept for
a 4-level AEC array is also shown (d), with 32 panels (29x15m).

Table 1: Simulation Results for 200 m Circular Ground Area

Array No. of
Panels

Panel
Dimensions (m)

Total  Panel
Area (m2)

Mean  Exposed
Area (m2)

Mean Exposure of
Total Panel Area

Mean Fraction of
Available Area

(a) 32Ring-2Level 32 29 x 15 13920 5935.0 0.426 0.989

(b) 34Ring-Narrow 34 15 x 30 15300 5966.1 0.390 0.994

(c) 17Ring AEC 17 29 x 15 7395 5780.8 0.782 0.963

(d) 32Ring AEC 32 29 x 15 13920 11280.1 0.810 0.940



version), while also minimizing the separation distance (2 m minimum) to
neighboring panels or masts.

The results are summarized in Table 1, which includes specifications
for  each array.  The  Mean Exposure  of  Total  Panel  Area indicates  how
much of the total panel area is illuminated at any time on average, while
the  Mean Fraction of  Available  Area refers  to  the cross  section of  the
deployment volume, i.e. the cylindrical volume with a diameter of 200 m
and height of 30 m (neglecting the vertical gap between panel levels). The
2-Level(a) and Narrow(b) rings have close results in the mean exposed
area, as they have a similar number of panels and similar panel dimensions
(though oriented differently). It therefore appears to make little difference
if panels are mounted horizontally at two levels or vertically at one level.

The 17-panel ring (c) with AEC had a somewhat lower mean exposed
area, though using far fewer panels, demonstrating the benefit of actuated
elevations. Furthermore, the mean exposure of the total panel area of 0.782
vs. around 0.4 for arrays (a) and (b) shows how actuated elevations makes

much more efficient use of the panels. 
A concept for a 4-Level AEC ring array is shown in Figure 11(d), with simulation results also in Table 1. If

feasible to  build,  given the higher masts required,  this  4-Level configuration appears  to  make the most of  the
available space around the circle, since it would not be possible to add any additional masts without spacing the
panels further apart.

V. Automatic Angle Adjustment
Up to this point, it was assumed that all panels in an array should rotate to face the Sun at a perpendicular angle

throughout the lunar daily cycle. This was in order to provide the widest possible coverage of the available area,
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Automatic Angle Adjustment (AAA) Algorithm
Level 1:
• Start at panel closest to Sun, set to perpendicular (Panel 1)
• Iterate along panels to left and right along Level 1
• If no shading from previous panel, set panel to perpendicular 
  (e.g. Panel 2)
• If necessary, rotate panel away from shadow of previous panel 
  (e.g. Panel 3)
Level 2:
• Start at each end of Level 2, set panels to perpendicular (Panels 4 & 5)
• Iterate along panels towards far end of ring
• If panel centre is shaded by previous panel, rotate 90° since shading
  cannot be avoided, and to reduce shading of subsequent panels 
  (e.g. Panel 6)
• If no shading from previous panels, set panel to perpendicular 
  (e.g. Panel 7)
• If necessary, rotate panel away from shadow of previous panels 
  (e.g. two rear-most panels in figures below)

Figure  13.  Automatic Angle Adjustment (AAA) strategy for 2-Level AEC ring arrays, for increasing total
exposed area of unshaded panels.

Figure 12.  Partial shading problem
of  independent  panel  solar
tracking. Panels 1, 2 and 3 are fully
exposed, but 4 and 5 are partially
shaded.



capturing as much light as possible, without considering if individual panels are fully or partially illuminated (see
Figures 5(a) and 12). This strategy neglected the problem, however, that partial shadowing of a solar module can
disproportionately reduce its power generating performance.13

A new strategy was developed which can increase the area of unshaded panels exposed to the Sun, compared
with the previous strategy of each panel facing the Sun at a perpendicular angle. This Automatic Angle Adjustment
(AAA) strategy automatically rotates some panels away from the shadow of other panels. Although this results in a
cosine loss  due to  rotating away from the  solar  incidence angle,  more exposed area  is  from unshaded panels.
Figure 13 outlines the algorithm. One modification to the algorithm could be that at Level 2, instead of rotating
panels  90°  to  get  them fully  out  of  the  way (e.g.  Panel 6  in  Figure 13),  they  could  be  rotated  to  be  partially
illuminated, as far as not occluding the next panel (e.g. Panel 7 in Figure 13). Another change could be to rotate the
panels at the ends of Level 1 to be perpendicular, in case partial illumination would provide more power than being
oriented almost parallel to the solar incidence angle (Figure 13).

Comparisons were then made between 2-Level AEC arrays both with and without AAA. First, a panel-based
problem was studied, with 11-panel rings having panel widths of 10 m, 20 m and 30 m. The ground diameter  D
began at the minimum possible, and was then increased by half a panel width until maximum panel exposure was
achieved. Figure 14 (left) shows the results. The plot shows how with AAA, all of the exposed area of the array
consists of unshaded panels. Though this is less than the total exposed panel area without using AAA, it is greater
than the unshaded panel area without using AAA. For the smallest value of D/pw = 4.8 at the left end of the plot,
AAA provides 45% greater exposed area from unshaded panels than without AAA.

A 2nd area-based study was made in a 200 m-diameter ground area. Ring arrays with 30 m-wide panels were
simulated starting from 3 panels, then increased by one panel until the ring filled up based on the 2 m minimum
spacing  requirement.  Figure 14  (right)  shows the  results.  For  3-7  panels,  all  arrays  have  maximum exposure.
Afterwards, the exposed area from unshaded panels using AAA steadily increases, while the exposed area from
unshaded panels without AAA begins to decline. This is due to the circumference filling up with panels which begin
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Figure  15.   Multi-level  conical  array configuration  to  cover increasing high-illumination  areas at  higher
elevations. This design suffers, however, from partial shading of lower levels by the masts of upper levels.

Figure 14.  Comparison of 2-Level AEC Ring Arrays with and without AAA.



to cause partial shading on each other. This also causes the total exposed area to increase higher than with AAA.
Both studies show a clear benefit to using AAA in case partial panel shading should be avoided.

VI. Future Work
As the elevation above the surface increases, the occlusion from surrounding terrain generally decreases, in turn

increasing the ground area of the high illumination zone. In general, the “high-illumination volume” starting from
ground level should have a roughly conical shape, though this would need to be studied in detail for each particular
site. To capture light passing through a conical volume, a multi-level ring array could be constructed, illustrated in
Figure 15. Each of the three rings in this example consists of a 2-Level AEC ring, giving a total of 6 levels. This
design suffers from the previous general problem, however, of partial shadowing of the lower panels by the masts of
the higher panels.

Eventually  a  more  detailed  mechanical  design  will  be  necessary  to  determine  the  feasibility  of  the  arrays
proposed in this paper. For actuated elevations, a telescopic mast assembly may be one possibility, similar to the
commercially available aluminum mobile telecommunications tower by the company AllTech shown in Figure 16.15

Its suitability for the extreme lunar environment would need to be assessed, and the structure would need to be
designed for the lower lunar gravity with no wind loads. 

Further  analysis  could  investigate  the  trade-off  between  larger  spaces  between  panels  and  the  additional
transmission cable mass required, for example. Another area for future work is to design an array based on the
natural shape of the high-illumination zone at SR2,4 while considering the shadowing from surrounding terrain,
which would likely affect the optimal array configuration. Numerical or machine learning methods could also be
used to search for optimal array designs.

VII. Conclusion
This paper extended the previous study by the authors3 by adding the possibility of varying the elevation of solar

panels in a horizon-facing array, which can increase the average array exposure by
avoiding  the  shadows  of  other  panels.  An  Automatic  Elevation  Control  (AEC)
strategy was proposed which raises panels currently on the far side of the ground area.
For  arrays of  2-5 panels  (Section 3),  2-Level  AEC arrays were found to result  in
maximum array exposure while  occupying close to the minimum possible ground
area. A general relation was also found for the minimum ground area needed by a 2-
Level AEC array to yield maximum panel exposure.

The area-based study in Section 4 showed again the benefit of the AEC strategy
over arrays with fixed panel elevations. Although the fixed elevation arrays resulted in
higher average panel exposure area, they required twice as many panels.

Finally, the problem of partial panel shadowing was addressed by proposing the
Automatic Angle Adjustment (AAA) strategy for 2-Level AEC arrays. This strategy
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Figure  16.   Example  of  commercially  available  mobile  telescopic
telecommunications tower, in stowed (above) and deployed (right) configuration
(used with permission).15



was found to increase the exposed area of unshaded panels compared with the standard strategy of each panel facing
the Sun at a perpendicular angle, in one example by up to 45%.
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